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E xectltt vo SUnJllary 

0\NK ROBi3E:lS - SURVEY OF BANKS* 

William G. Saylor and Michael Janus 

The increas in9 frequency of occurrence of armed bank robbery in the Washington. 

D.C. area and throughout tht' nation has caused grave concern among the nation's 

bankers and law enforcement rer~onnel. As a result of this concern, all Major 

financial institutions in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area were surveyed 

in 1978 regarding vprious aspects of their experiences with the robbery situation. 

A great nmjority (24(j) of han~s, savinf)s and loans, and credit unions surveyed, 

responded. Initial fi9ures indicate that bank robbery was a t'elatively COmr.:on 

occurrence amongst financial institutions in the Washington ~rea in the ten year 

period from 196R to lq77. Over 62 percent of the hanks responding were rob~ed at 

least once. ~~ong th~ 246 financial institutions resronding, there were 507 

robberies in the trn year period. This averages to over two per institution. 

In an attempt to ascertain th!:' diaracteri stics of banki ng i nstitut ions which 

contribute to thDir being robbed, three separate methodological approaches were 

utilized. The: first, an ordinary least sf1uarcs regression was used to analyze 

the rate of robberies per year. The second two were logit regression models 

which were used to analyze the probability of not being rohbed versus the proba

bility of being robbed one or mure times. In all three models it generally 

appears that ~izr and rase of accefisibility are the two major factors associated 

with being robbed in the Washington, D.C. area. More specifically, we found that 

after controlling fOt' the cl'nOllnt of time a facility had been open savings ilnd 

loans had the highest probability of hein!] robbed, follol-/ed by banks and then . 
credit unions. W<: also found that facilities I-/ith more entrances (whether they 

were banks, savings and loans or credit unions) were more likely to be robbed, 

that facilities I'/hich had only direct entrances were more frequently robbed 
- ,""",,-~ '~""=~m_ft_~-<=""_"'_"",,:> ___ ..-.,.,....~== ;=:""'::;~"-:.:~-"-"'"~. " _ _ "'~"r...ti~ :~"',..~. 't" 
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entrances were less likely to be robbed and that the robbery rate for facilities 

with both direct and corridor entrances mediated the robbery rates for direct 

only and corridor only facilitips. Additionally, facilities with larger numbers 

of teller stat ions al so tend to h(~ t15soci atad with hi ghar rohhery rates. To 

reitera~e, these findings seem to suggest that larger, more easily accessed and 

in general more convenient facilities have higher probabilities of being robbed. 

As far as srcurity drvicc~ arc concrrnrrl facilities with Security guards tend to 

be less frequently robbed while th(\ findings relatirg to the nUnDer of visible 

surveillance cameras is confounded or inconclusive. 

Since the extent of security measures was somewhat confounded with the 

phYSical and financial size of the institution, the present study could not 

contribute much useful ~nowlcdgc to the efficacy of security devices. Future 

investigations should Clttr .... pt to ~pttcr distinguish these issues by obtaining 

realistic Measures of institution size in terms of financial backing, cash and 

customer fl O~I i n orl~"r tl') brtter dH'feren~ i ate the importance of these factors. 

In addition, better char~.·erization of the institution's geographic location, 

by such indicators as t~le local s~cio-econon;c conditions (possibly available 

fron census inforrwt;(\n) \'Ioulrf a~prtl" to he salient adriitions to the roboery 

equation. 

*The data analyzed in this rcport was collected for the Federal Prison Systenl's 
Office of Resparch by Peter L. Narci in collaboration with Special Agent 
Clyde Whitson of the Federal Rurrdu of Investigation with the cooperation of 
the Oistrict of Columbia Ran~ers Association. 



BANK RORBERS - SURVEY OF BANKS 

William G. Saylor and Michael Janus 
\) 

Introduction 

This study examines the characteristics of banks in the I~ashington, D.C. 

area which contribute to their being robbed. The study reflects a cooperative 

effort between the Federal Prison System and the Federal Bureau of Investiga
(j 

tion which began in 1976. 

The effort was a reaction to the. alarming increase in thr;,rate of bank 

robberies both in Washington and in the rest of the country at that time. The 

facets of bank robberies which will be examined are the characteristics of the 

banr.s which were robbncf. This nxamination may contrihute useful knowledge to 

the nature of, the ban~ robbed or the robbery situation which may! in turn, 

contribute to the advancement of physical deterrence to Teduce the number of 
lJ 

bank robberi es. 

The anal ys i sis based on responses to a survey df stributed to all fi nanci a1 

institutions (Banks, Savings and Loans, and Credit Unions) in the Washington, 
(; 

D.C. area in 1978. The great majority of institutions responded (N=246). Those 

not responding generally did not for ,"casonsGof inapplicability to the t'obbery.' 

situation (c. g. a private credit union which handles no cash.) G 

The substantive areas probed by the ~urvey included: 

- Architectural characteristics of the bank, such as how many customer 

entrances it has, or whether or not these entrances are o~ the ground floor. 

- Accessihility to transportation such as parking availability, nearness 

to major traffic arteries. 

- Security features, slJch as the presel1ce of gUqrds, bullet proof glass, 
~~ 

and surveillance cameras. 

)1 

o 
- ,Pe r.s 0 nne Lch a Lact.eristic.s_..5.Uch,..as-the.-.p.r.op.or.t.W.n...oLma 1 e' to (emal e -te.lJ.e.r:s .. __ _ 

o Robbery characteristics such as the number of robberies per year for the 
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ten year period fron! 1968 Co 1977. 
.) 

All of the above areas have some intuitive relationship to bank robbery. 

FBI Speci al Agent Clyde Whitson noted in a liWashington Post Magazine" article 

in 1976 that the attitude of the "friendly banker" and the structurally more 

inviting aspects of banking may be contributors to the increased frequency of 

bank robberies. The FBI has noted that getaway cars are used in about 80 per

cent of all robberies lending credence to the idea that rapid getaway routes 

may be an important consideration contributing to the robbery situation. There 

is some indication that female telle~s are more likely to be the target of pre

dominantly male robbers. As far as bank security i5 concerned, banks have been 

under heavy pressure from police agcnices to increase their protecion, ~'lhi1e 
~ " 

banking groups such as the District of Colur.via Bahkers Association have been 

faulting the Criminal Justice System for the higher incidents of robbery. 

One resolution to the pro~lem \,/i11 be the rf~t.ermination of physical charact-
'" 

,-' ,eristics ~Ih·ich provide the type of security that pol ice organizations recommend 

at a minimal cost, while providing the kind of environment which banks find ap

pealing to draw in husiness. ~Jhat needs to be ferreted out therefore are the 

kinds of 

cility. 

tut ions 

unobtrusive physi~al devices ;,hich do the blest job of securing' the fa
\;; 

By focusing on the implementation and maintenance of the.se devices 1ns1:i-
~ : 

will spend Jess money on mechanisms which are not as adept at protecting' 

particula,r !acilities giy,en, for example, the type of facility, locationoand other 

ch~racteristics. This
0

would also allow for a concentration of efforts on th? de-
n 

velopment of security devices whic~ best meet the environmentally aesthetic and 

eas~ or accessibility characteristics desired by the banking organizations. 
, /1 

\ II ••• d' t' f th vlhat ~m hope to determine fro'"~th{~nwesent analys1s 1S an 1n lea 10n 0 e 
, \!I" 

physical ,characteristics \"hich existccl'at the time this questionnaire ~as com-

-,----+'pleted-that~¥e,.been-e~ther.-mor_e_or-, .. 1.e5s ~frequentlyassoci ated with banks which 
() 

have been robbed. 1n this sample qf banking facilities we expect to find 

L. 0'-' 
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(hypothes i ze) that more convenient facil iti es (1 a rger facil it i es with 1 arge 

nunners of teller staLions J wall: up and drive in 'stations, longer hO~Jrs, /ample 

parking and quick access to highw~ys, and a friendly less secure looking envtr

onment) will be more susceptible to rtibberies~ 

Some Univariate Descriptive::Hesults 

Some interesting descriptive characteristics excerpted f~om responses to 

the survey are described below: 

- Among the 246 financial institutions surveyed, there were 507 robberies 

over the ten year period covpred by the questionnaire. 

two per institution. 

This averages to over 
;,\ 

- 62% of all banks surveyed "/ere robbed at 1 east once. 12% of the banks 

indicated that they had been robbed more than four times. 

- Only 1?% of the hanks indicated that they used guards (either armed 

uniformed, unarmed uniformed or plain clothes). 

- 73% of the banks utilized sOllie form of visible surveillance Cameras. 
,I 

- 44% had bullet resistent barriers which separated tellers from customers. 

D 

- For the FY 1976 83% of all responding banks reported either a majority of 

female tellers or all female tellers. 

Multivariate Modelling Strategy~ 
;, 

The analysis which follows consists of one ordinary least squares regression;) 

and two logistic (logit) regression models. The design of the survey question .. " 
, Ii. 

naire p~ecluded (without disc~rding a large amount of data) the pa~;simohY achieved 
c! 

by one inclusive model. Each of the three models presented operatiohal~zes the 

omeasl1re of bank robbery incidents in a different manner. 

For the first h/o models we discuss, we have limited the scope'of the charac

terisfics to those of a physica1 nature since the questionnaire asked a~out (and 
';j '-' 

the seana 1 yse smode 1). ba nk.ch,"H~.acter.J.stj.cs-wh.i.cb....ex;j-sted.....dur..:i.n9-the-F-iS{:a-l~ar.:....-__ 

1976 while the robb~ry information was collected for a teri year period ranging 

(] 
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from 1968 to 1977. In order to avoid wasting all of the data relating to the 

nurrber of robberies rrior to Fiscal Year 1976 we opted to look at the relation

ship or association between banking characteristics and the number of robberies 

per year in the first model, and the OCCIJrI~ence of no robbery, as opposed to : 1 
. j 

i 
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any number of robberies, in the second model we pre~ent. While it does not make 

any logical sense to talk about banking characteristics present in Fiscal Year 

'1976 .causing robberies \'/hich occurred prior to that year these models do allow 
" " ",.'~, 

us to look at any assoctation which mightexi~t between banking characteristics 

and the oecur~encq of robberies, if we can assume that the characteristics of 

banks which we choose to l~ok at have remained the same over the ten year period. 

For this reason, we chose to look only at the physical characteristics since 

it is more likely that these would have re~ained constant over the ten year 

peri ad., whereas many of the other character; st; cs are much 1 ess stable and are 

thus less likely to have been the same (in previous years) as they were re

ported to be in Fiscal 1976 (e.g., ratio of male to female tellers). H0W 

realistic this assumption is (about the stability of the physicai character

istics OVer a ten year pe~iod) can probahly be best assessed by members of the 

r ba nk i ng communi ty. 

TI~ variables were selected for their intuitive. (theoretical) appeal, 

though it was' additionally necessary to weight this selection c,riteria"by the 

content quality of the items (i.e., the "degree of ambiguity in the item, the 
" 

amount of variance in the item, and the amount of missing d~tp). Table 1 

sho~/S the variables used in the o'rdinary lea!>t,sCJuares regression analysis 
,Q " 

dlong with their distributional characteristics~ 

The Ord;n~ry Least Squares Regression Model 

" vlhile the logit models (described later) will address what contributes most 
,\, ' 

_______ ...,to-be:i49-r..{)bbOO...a:t-l.o~ncc • ..as-op.posoo-to-Jibt-be~ng.~obbedat al ~. they will 
,\ I)' -: • 

not tell us C!nything about" what contributes most to being robbc9 multiple ti'mes. 
o 
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To assess this we created a rate variable, th~ ratio of the number of times 

r!-Jobed to the number of years (out of the ten observed) the facil i tyhad been 

open. Since ratio dr.[1endent variahles frequently relate to independent vari

ables in a non1inear ('j,n the variables) manner we used the maximum likelihood 

method suggest.ed by l10x and Cox (1964) for specifying the correct functional 

form for which the parameters should be estimated. This nonlinearity stems 

from the [1ositive ske\'mess of ratio variables, the transfonnation reduces the 

skewness creating a mOire synnlletric distrihution. The independent variables 

(except for thr number of cameras and the number of teller stations) were all 

categorical variables and were coded in an appropriate manner (see Table 1). 

The number of cameras and the number of tell cr stat ions were transfor-med by 

the natural log to alleviate the positive skewness in these measures. Table 2 
" 

shows the results of the estimation procedure. The equation fits the data rea-

sonably well. The F ratio (the ratio of the explained variance to unexplained 

variance) indicates that the explained variance is eleven time~ larger than 

the unexplained vari~nce. This ratio tells us that we can reject the null, 
\" / \ 

hypothesis that all the coefficien~s of the equation are not statistically'lJif- . 
7''''

ferent from zero, or in other words, the hypothesis that the independent var(~-\\ 
\ ~ 

ables make no statistically significant contribution to eXplaining the varian'te t", 

of the dependent variable. The critical F value at p = .001 for 4 and 213 de-
• 

grees of freedom is 3.27~ Thus* we are 99% certain that we are correct in 

rejecting t he null hYr>at hgs is and hence that one or more of the ; ndep'endent 

variable coefficients is different from zero~ The equation expl,ains 29% of 
D 

th@ ~ariance in the dependent variable. From the T ratios (B/SE) in Column 2 
o 

of Table 2 we sea that only three of the dummy)variables - direct entrance, 
GO, _ 

ban~ type facility, savinf/s Ft loan type facility - and the interval variable 
,;-;:..'1 

---,---;ind-i-cat"i-ng'-t-he 'n\1mber -of-tel-ler-st'at-i'ons 'are stat i sti call y (at p < .05), 

di fferent from zero. Look; ng at Gol urnn 

&F \; 
, ' ~, 
. .. ~ 

" 
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1 at' the bottom of Table 2 we seey?~/:}~t 
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the largest unstandardized affect ~/as due to savings and loan facilities. The 

second largest affect \'Ius due to bank facilities. Since these are dummy vari

ables, and the refer~nce variable (vector) is the credit Union category of the 

institution type (the parent variable), this indicates that the rate of robber

ies for banks and savings & loans is significantly greater than it is for credit 

unions. Taking the dHference between the unstandardized coefficients for banks 

and savings I~ loans (.792 - .736 '" .0561) gives the difference in mean robbery 

rates between these two types of institutions. Taking the ratio of this differ

ence between the coefficiE'nts to the sqlJare root of the product of the mean 

square error of the regression equation and the sum of the inverse of the number 

of cases in each du~yvariahle category (.0561/ ~.8092 * (1/105 + 1/68) '" .401) 

yields a measure of the statisti~al signific'dnce of the differ'ence between these 

two coeffi ci ants. ThE"' rat io ; s 1 ess than t'Wo and we therefore cannot reject the 

hypothesis (at p = .05) that there is no difference ;n the robbery rate for these 

two types of institut ions. The facil i ty types are foll ol'led in importance by 

facilities with direct entrances. Looking at the sta~dardized affects in Column 
II 

3 ~/e seB, that while the type of facil ity is st ill the most important factor \\the 

number of teller stations had a slightly greater impact on the robbery rate than 

did, direct entrances. Since the number of teller stations is also significantly 

associated with robbery rates, this indicates that the greater the number of 
, G 

teller stations the greater the rOblfcry rate. This seems to suggest that it 

is the size of the facility which makes a financial institution more susceptible 

! 
i \ 
t 
~ 

to ,robbery, not the bank-savings and loan d;stinct'ion. Thus, "after we control ! 
, ! 

for.t.he size of the facility (as indicated by the nU/liber 6f tel1er(Cjtions) "J 
h . ,'0, 

t erc 1S no statistical differ~ncc in the robbery rate for banks and savings . ~ 
'j 

and loans. However, contro'l1ing for the type of factlity sti11 leaves the size 'i 
'1 of the facility making a statist4call:Y,.-549n~),fk-a.nt.-i;mpact .. -{)n.-F{}b~~at-esT¥ ______ ~ 

This appears to fi"'t ~(ith the hypothesis that rnore';Jconvenient., facR ities, be ,.' j' 
;;;; 
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they bank or savings & loan, will be more susceptible to robbgry. It is also 

plausible that bank robbers associate larger banks (in as far as the number of 

teller stations is a proxy for a banking institution's physica1 size) with 

larger deposits, or with greater anonymity. 

The Logistic (Logit) Regression Model 

Alternatively, we could choose to look at how these characteristics tend 

to be associated with being robbed any number of ti~es (regardless of the exact 

number of robberies) as opposed to not being robbed dUring the ten year period 

observed. The dependent variable is a simple dichotomy indicating whether or' 

not the facility has brcn robbed. Thus the dcpendent variable takes onry one 
\\ 

of two values, one if the facility has been robbed one or more times, and zero 

if the facil ity has never been robbed dUl"i ng th~ obset"ved ten year peri od. We 

propose this second model primarily as a comparative link between the first 

ordinary least squares model and the third model \'/e present later (a logit 

analysis of whether facilities were robbed in 1975 or 1976). Mhile the varia

tion in the nUlmer of robberies over the ten year period is sufficient for 

analysis by ordinary least squares regression there is not a sufficient amount 
o 

of variation in the nUnDer of robberies in. the third model ,where we limit the 
'.' 

measure of robberies to those occurring in 1975 and 1976, to allow for analysis 

by ordinary least squares. Using logistic regression to re-estimate Model 1 

simply as the occurrence or non-occurrence of a robbery over the ten year 
l_' 

period allo\,/s for a rough (non-~tatisticaf) compprison of the o~currence or 

non-occurrence of robberies over the ten year period to robbery-nonrobbery 

over. the two year period (each being controlled for time). The 10git regre~

sion models will allow us to assess whether the factors wh~ch distinguish 

simply between facHitiez that have be~n~ robbed and thos'~ that hav~ not been 
'. - \..1, 

,---..... r.o\}~e-the . ...same-a s-tRe;;;..f.aG;tor-s--wh-i-Gt!. -ar-e-as·soG4-a--&.oo-w:it:h ~mu 1 tip 1e rob be ri e s • 
" 

The analytic procedure used is one developed for analysis of dichotomous 
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dependent variables such as whether a facility was robbed or not robbed. Before 

we discuss the findings of this model we will briefly describe the nature of the 

analytic technique. Logit analysis was developed to overcome the problems (vio

lation of the normal distrihution of Ct'rors assumption, i.e., the normal distri

bution of observed Y values about the value of Y predicted for each value of X) 

involved in using ol'dinary least squares regression analysis on dependent vari

ables \'/hich can take only one of tv/O values. This is accomplished by creating 

conditional odds ratios out of the d~pendent variable. The dependent variable 

then becomes the natural logarithm of the conditional odds of falling in one 

of the categories rather than the other. Odds are computed simply as the ratio 

of the number .. of cases in one of the categories to the number of cases not in 

that category. What makes the odds "conditional" is that the ratio of the 

nJmberoof observations in one of the categories of the dependent variabl~ to 

the number of observations not in that category is computed for each distinct 

-'covariate pattern (i .e., for each group of one or more observations~ \'/here the" 

groups are defi~ed by the criterion that each observation in a groop has an 

identipal profile - exactly the same combinati~n of ~alues on all the independent 
c: r- " 

vari ab les.) Thus the condi tiorra1 odds tell us 'the proport iOQ~f times we observe 
.~5P-~' 

the occurrence of one category relative to the other category within each possi-

ble combination o( independent variable values. 

For example if we had irio &anks and 75 were robbed while 25 were not, the 

marginal odds (that ,is, the odds of being robbed or the robbery risk we 'would 

as5ump. each bank had if \-/e di dn I t I~now anythi n9 e1 se abo~t what determ.i nes 
" 

whether or not"a bank will be robbed) would be 75:25 = 3:1·and the odds ratio is 

therefore equal ~o 3, and so we would guess that thr~e banks would be robbed 

to every one ba~!- that is 'hot robbed. However, if we., can find some bank charac-
" 

{) 

'" teristics w~ich are more or less frequently as.sociated .with~.banks~:.th-at.ar-e~-··---__ _ 

robbed and if, for each distinct covariate pattern, we compute' a separa~e odds V,.b () !) \) 

'" '~ ... -~......, 
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ratio of the facilities which were robbed to those that Were not robbed then, 

these odds rati,os (the conditional odds) will differ for each grout) of obser

vations (each covariate rattern) thereby creating an int~rval level dependent 

variable which is unbounded on either side. In other words, the scale created 

can theoretically take on any real numerical value from minus infio~ty to plus 

infinity. If the bank characteristic was ~;ay, for example, the bank's location 
'i, 

and we recorded two poss ib 1 e values, urban and non-ut'ban, sampl i ng (for simpl i c- ' 

ity) an equal nurrber of facilities \'lithin each characteristtc (50 urban and 50 

non-urban) and we observed say 45 robberies among the urban banks and 30 among 

the non-urban banks, the conditional odds would be 45:5 = 9:1 = 9 and 30:20 = 

3:2 = 1.5 fJr urban and non-urban banks respectively. Thus, in this hypothet-
\\ 

ical exal'1ple we would expect 9 urban banks to be robbed to everyone which is 
,) 

not robbed 'and on the average 1 1/2 non-~rban banks to be robbed for everyone 

non-urban bank which is not robbed. If we did not know the location of the 

banks our best guess as to whether or not a particular bank would be robbed 

would be the marginal odds ratio, that is, we would predict for any bank that 

three banks would be robbed out of every four. This would obviously result 

in some bad predictions since it--"would under-predict robberies in urban areCis 

\'/hile over-predicting those in non-urban areas. By knowing the 'bank's location .\ , 
on the other hand, we would do a much better job of·. predi,cting whether each 

bank had or hadn't been robbed, ~ince the odds of being robbed for urban banks 
'.,'1 

would be~6 times Ereater than the ?dds for non-urban banks. 

Given a set of plausible characteristics the stepwise logistic regression 

program will choose the explanatory variables one by one based O'y! their ability 

to choose the appropriate categoryCof the dependent outcome variable. Just as 
/l~ 

in a stepwise ordirar~ least square~ regression, if one or ~ore of the explana

tory variables exPlail\the same part of the dependent variabJe onlY-2.~jJ.1..b~L 

chosen. ')Those' that 'di~ irninate best are 

\ 
-.o!_~! t~ = ~~~----.---~-----~--":-----"""'~_IiItl:. 

chosen first. C ft'e reac Ii independent 
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variable is chosen'all of the independent variables are re-evatuated by this 

discriminating criterioh. If the discriminating. ability of a particular inde

pendpnt variable is the same as one that is already chosen then that variable 
" 

will not be select~J'since at some earlier point in the selection procedure 

one or more of the variables already sel'ected explained all that the variable 

being evaluated could and more. 

As in Model 1, vie constrain our attention to only those physical character

istics which might be most likely to ,<enlain constant 'over the ten year period. 
':' 

Recall that while the questionnaire' asked for .!£he nuntler of robberies over a 
I:' . 

, ten year p~riod some of the banks (about 30%) were not open the full ten years. 

Since we are de'aling \t/ith a cfichotomous dependent variable in logistic'~egression 

'models we cannot control for theudiffering amounts.of time facilitries having been 

open by crep.,ting a rate (nurIDcr of robberies per year). It was therefore neces-
'" 

sary to include the number of years the bank was open out of the ten year period 

in order to control for the amount of til'1e the bank was at risk. Stated d;iffer

ently, we a~e not interested in knowing how well we can explain the occurrence 

of a robbed facil ity by 't'he number of years it has beenopel1.' Naturally the 
,) 

longer an instjtution is open the more likely it is to have b~en robbed~ What 

we are interested "in determining are the characteristics of banks which tend to 
~ G 

') 

be associated with being robbed or npt robbed, aside from the ~mount of time 
o \:. 

the faciltity has been open. This was done by entering the variable which indi-

" cates the numbe~ of years each facility was open into fbe ~quatio". before any 

other variables. The model was·-:,specified in this') manner sin<;e every variable 

is entered only if it can explain some aspect pf the dependent variable wh~ich 
'" \\ " 

has not "yet been explainc(fhy a variable which entered prior to it .. Each 

'~ : 

(7 

coeffici,nt representt the contribution of that variable to the explanation D ~ ~ JJ 
(\ , __ ~ C'.; 

"'{lof the dependent vari ab 1e afte,r the sharedcontrJb.utton.:(.the,..expJalne.cLprrt.tl.o.n._ J " 'c-J . ., 0, " .-----''-- °6 . 

of the dependent var; able v/h;ch it share~Jr has in common'with the other" = (J' ~:?{ ~, 
,. \:j 

, 0 

G 
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independent variables already selected) has been removed. Ir 6ther words, all 

of the coefficients are partial coefficients, f·tst as in typical ordinary least 

squares linear regression. In this way we let the number of years the bank is 

open expla in as much as it can about whethC'r a facil i ty is robbed or not robbed, 

and hence, time at risk is held constant for all the other explanatol'y variables. 

Since we are more interested in the impact of the characteristics of the 

institutions on robberies rather than the type of institution (Bank, Savings & 

Loan, or Credit Union) we also entered the institution type simultaneously in 

the first variable selection step along with the number of years open. 

Table 3 displays the variables used in this model and their distributional 

characteristics. The bottom of Table 4a shows the stepwise results of the logis

tic re~ression. This Table shows two measures of the fit of the equation to 

the data at each step (after the independent variable makLg the greatest con

tribut ion to the expl a nat ion of the dep,enuent vari ab le has been i ncl uded). The 

hlo measures ofcfit are the improvement chi square and the goodness of fit 1 i ke

lihood ratio chi square. The improvement chi square is compDted as the dif~~rence 

beh/een the, goodness of fit likelihood ratio ct.; square at each step of the solu

tion. 
<,~\ 

The improvement chi square tests the hypotheses that the term (v,ariable(s)) 

entered at that step significantly improves the prediction of the correct category 

of the dependent variable. Stated differently, we are considering whether the 

addition of the variable yields a significant reduct l30n in the chi square goodness 

of fit. The larger the improvement in prediction the larger the drop in the dhi 

square goodness of fit and therefore the larger the chi square improvement. We 

interpret the chi square improvement probability (the 'P-value to the inm~d;ate 

ri ght of the chi s'ltlarc improvl'lncnt vallJe at the bottom of Table 4a) in the 

" '.". -,--_. -usual-s"i-gn-if-tc-a1lCe-test mllnnel , that-is-;-the-sma:t'.-er-the-v-atue-the·-better;-~-~-·· 
~ g 

For this model we see that all the variables selected are significant at 

';~~'-"';'-~. ,.---", 

'\'\ 
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the 5% level, we are 95% certain that these variables improve our prediction of 

the dependent variable in the pop~1ation. Since the items in the stepwise pro

cedure are selected one by one on the basis of whether theYt independently, can 

significantly improve prediction at that selection step, as determined by the 

val ue of the improvement chi square and its accompanyi n9 P-value, and since the 

items are selected in order of the magnitude of their predictive improvement 
" 

(larger improvements preceding smaller ones) the items not selected are rejected 

by the t~st of th2 hypothesis that they significantly il!1pr~ve the prediction 

of the category of the dependent variable with the degree of confidence (at 

the probability level) indicated by the chi squal"e improvement P-value. 

The chi square goodness of fit tests the hypothesis that th~ model at that 

step fits the data adequately. A small value of the chi square goodness of fit 

probability (the P-value to the right of the chi square goodness of fit value 

at the bottom of Tab 1e 4a) indicates that the model does not fit the, data. Con

versely, a large P-value indicates that the model is consistent with the data 

to within sampHng fluctuations. The chi square goodness of fit statistic can 

be interpreted as the amount of variation in the log of the conditional odds of 

falling in the robbed rather than the not robbed category which is unexplained 

by the model. The chi square goodness of fit P-val ue can be ; n'terprett?,d as 

the probabil itythat the rliffercncns obtained between the observed frequencies 

and the fitied frequencies (those specified by the model) could have arisen by 
'" 

chance, given that the model is correct. 

We can see from the bottom of Table 4a that this model represents a very 

good-fit to the data since we are likely to sec differences (between the observ

ed and fitted values) of this ma,gnit~l~e about 90~, of the time. It is not possi

ble to compute a coefficient of determination (R2) for these types of models 

""~<'-">'<~' .stnce that statistic is only computable for models which are linear' in their"' " .. ~-.,--,"""'-~~ 

" " 

parameters. A logistic rC!grcssion is non-linear in the parameters. Dumouche', 

Y I 

, 
~ 

, I 

" 
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(1976) has, hO~lCve\", come up with a statistic which is cOOlpletely analogous to 

the multir;lle R2 in ordinary least squares regression. This analog "R2 u indi

cates the percentage reduction in the magnitude of the likelihood valu~ due to 

the specification of the model. From this analog "R21 we can see that the con

stant, the number of years open out of the 10 obSllrved, and the type of faci 1 i ty 

explain 25% of the prediction error under the null hypothesis (that all the ind~

pendent variable coefficients equal zero). Since we are interested in the amount 

of variance we can explain over and above the 25% due to these factors we wish 

to statistically control for them by computing partial analog "R211 values (par

tialing out this portion of the dependent variables explained variation). These 

partial "R2sl1 are displayed Lo the right of the chi square measures at the bottom 

of Table 4a. These values indicate the percent of predictive error explained 

\'/hen we have statistically controlled for the terms entered at step o. He see 

that the type of entrance, number of cameras and the interaction term between 

the type of entrance and the type of facility explain 3%, 2.5% and 3.51. of the 

prediction ('.rror, respectively. Cumulatively this amounts 3%. S.S%'and 9%. 

Again, the total "R211 indicates that overall we can explain about 3,2% of the 

prediction error while the partial "R21 indicates that after we have st~tis

tical1y controlled (held constant) the amount of time at risk and t~e type 

of facil ity the addi t ional terms all ow us to expla in 9% roore ~pred'kt ion error 

over and above that explained by the terms which we -are statistically holdi,ng 

constant. 

FrOOl the top of Table 4a (Column 2) we can see that all of the independent 

,variable main effects. the number of years open,'the type of institution, number 

,) of visible surveillance ca~eras and the tyre of entrance are statistically dif-

ferent from zero (p < .05 for a two tail test) the latter 3 variables cd'ntributing 

'--""'~-'<>·si·gni'f~c·ant·l.y.>to,-t-he~x-p~~at-i{)Jl-Gf-wM-Gh-f-dG~i.es-ar:e~bbed"-1lf~r..-contt'.()~1-i.fl9~·=---~·'·'· 

for the amount of tim~ the facilities have been open. With the exception of then 

\\ 

t;J 

" 
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numher of cameras the direction and magnitudes of the coefficients fit with our 

theoretical proposition that the more convenient and friendly looking facili

ties would be robbed more frequently. Savings & loans are in fact about 2 3/4 

times more likely to he robbed than non-savinus & loan institutions (Column 3 

of Table 4a). Converting the raw metric coefficirints (Column 1 of Table 4a) 

to probabilities, (Column 4 of Tahle 4a) we see that savings fl loans are 25% 

more likely to be robbed than non-savings F, loans. Banks in this sample have 

a 3% probability of being robbed \'/hilq credit unions are 28% less likely to be 

robbed than noncredit unions. Looking at the type of entrance we see that 

again the notion of convenience seems supported since facilities which are 

accessible only through a corridor are 16% less likely to be robbed than are 

facilities which arr accessible directly from the streets or from the streets 

and from a corridor, even after controlling for the amount of time the facility 

has been open and the type of faCility (bank, savings & loan, or credit union). 

Table 4a also indicates that the coefficient for the number of visible surveil

lance cameras is the only item which is contrary to what we expected. While 

one might expect the number of cameras to be negatively related to the odds of 

being robbed this ;s not the casco A greater nUrrl1e{ of cameras tend to be 

associated with greater odds of being robbed. Column 3 of Table 4a indicates 

that with the addition of each camera the odds of being robbed increases nearly 

one and a half times. Probabilist1cally speaking (Column 4, Table 4a) with 

~he addition of each camera the probability of being robbed increases ,by 

about 10%. It seems that the number of cameras t (as with the number of teller 

stat:ions in r10del 1) ;s most likely a proxy for some otherphys;cal, financial 
" 

or historical characteristic(s) (e:g. the location of the hanking facility, 
\\ 

the nunber of previolfs robheries at t~at banktng facility or of banking facili-

--"'~-ri---+tt·eS'·:in·t/1e 'same 'locality, the physical or financial sizeo~ -the ·facilit.x) ',"_."' ____ ~_ .. .,.I, ~ 

'l~~if\t 

, " 

o which tends to be as~ociated with facilities which have been('robbed. 

-'-''"''''<t<-.t-.. ",~..-~~.~_,.., o ., 
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In Table 4a we sec that some of the interaction effects between the type 

of institution and the type of facility are statistically slgn;ficant. This 

indicates that the magnitudes of the coefficients for savings & ioans and for 

credit unions (; .e., the effect being a credit union or savings & loan has on 

the odds that the facility \'Ii11 be robbed) differ depending on their type of 

entrance. Writing s(lparate regressi on equat ions for each type of fac-j 1 ity 

(Tahle 4b) we see that for direct entrance savings & loans the odds of being 
c, 

robbed are nearly two and one half times greater than the odds for banks with 

a direct entrance. In probabilities we see that the probability of being 

robbed for savings & loans and credit unions with direct entrances is about 

20r while the probability for banks with direct entrances is 10% (we don't 

have much confidence in these coefficients froM the separate facility type 

equations since they are based on the direct entrance main effects coefficient 

and the main effect was not very stable). The odds of being robbed are about 

equally likely for bJn~s with either direct or direct and corridor entrances~ 

while the odds of being robbed are considerably less for banks with corridor 

entrances only. For savings & loans and credit unions with direct and corridor 

entrances the odds of being robbed are "much smaller than the odds fpr these same 

type facilities with direct entrances (the probabilities of being robbed being 

about 30% smaller). The odds of being robbed for sayings 8 loans and credit 

unions with only corridor entrances mediate the odds for this type of institution 
" 

when they have either direct only or both corridor and direct entrances. 
" 

Although wast~ful of data a more corr~ct specification of the model would 

be the assessment of banking characteristics which predict bnly those robberies 
c 0 

occurri ng duri ng the Fi seal Year 1976 (July.. 1 t 1975 through June 30, 1976). 

Recall that the qUestionnaire design, \'/hile asking for the nurmer of robberies 
, (' ') 

~ -", ,,-whith -{lec-upped ...eaGh-yea-r--for-te-n~s, ask-e<i-f-or-r-t-tle .char.aet-er-i-st-i-c-s-{}f-t-he-~",,-~···" 

banking f~~ilitics for only the Fiscal Ye~r 1976~ We· could not precisely isolat~ 0 

'I) 

t 

·0 .j' 
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only those robberjes occurring during Fiscal Year 1976, since the robberies were 

recorded in yearly agqrcgatrs, therefor~ we looked at those robberies which 

occurred durirlg 1975 and 197b. He suspect t.hat any differences in the charac

teristics of banking facilities between January 1, 1975 to June 30, 1975 and 

July 1, 1976 to Oecember 31, 1976 and the characteristics which existed during 

Fiscal Year 1976 obtained by the survey would be minimal. The dependent variable 

jn this third model is once again a dichoton~ with zero indicating no robbery and 

one indicating those facilities which \'Iere robbed one or more times during 1975 

or 1976. 

Theoretically we \'Iould expect all the variables in Table 5 to have some im

pact on (or association with) whether or not facilities arc robbed. It might 

ioitlially seem redundant that \'Ie have included the nunber of years open out of 

the ten observ~d in addition to the proportion of 1975 and 1976 open for business. 

Our reasoning is that while the latter will allow us to control for the amount of 

time at risk to robbery the fonner will allo\'l us to assess the impact of differ

ences in architectural design and other systematic changes that might characterize 

buildings constructed at different periods in time. Unless there are redundancies 

among tJleindependent vari ab les , problems sterm1ling from unrepresentat i veness of 

banking facilities due to sa~ple bias, or measurement errors in the variables 

due. to the questionnaire design, we should observe alt of the variables from 
\., 

Table 5 selected in the stepwise logistic regression. TabJe 6 displays the 

items selected out of thd 20 described in Table 5 and" indicates that this is 
" 

not the case. The coefficients of the variables which were not selected were 

not .statistically different from zero. The reasons for the item rejections 
('\ I 

might be: that asamrln of Q,nly Washinnton Metro'~oJitan Area banking facilH,ies 
') 

differ in som~ respect from banking facilities in other areas (and the population 
0' 

, i 

.-~ .... - .......... -of",·banki ng fac i 1 it i es in general); that the measu'rement of theimportant,·;.ssuesS:··-_"~, __ u. -_. ' '1 
\) .~ 

and characteristics wasto~ coarse or Vhat measurement error was injected into ~ 
'.>' ". )'4 

I.' 

c 

'·¥:J~'---_u;c-""it'li"".""""""'*."_"llIAn.lIII!I!n.lIF.1i!II!, ....... ___ ' .. 'll.MI •• IIIIO! ... """, _IlJd_' ... _-, 
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our empirical measures in some other manner; or that the characteristics not 

selected in fact have no relationship with whether or not a facility ;s robbed. 

Looking at the bottom of Table 6 we see the fit of the model. The thi square 

goodness of fit p-val ue of almost .17 indicates a med"iocre fit for this number 

of observatiQns. The total R2 (R23) indtcates that we have exp.lained about 13% 

of the predictive error. Controlling on the amount of time open for busines~ 

during 1975 and 1'976, knO\·ling the type of fncility, the number of customer en

trances and the type of entrance \'/e explain about 11% of the predictive error. 
'\ \ 

Notice that while the coefficient for the variable indicating proportion of \\ 

1975 and 1976 open for business (time at risk) appears to be very large, it is 

very close to the constant in absolute magnitude. This is because the number 

of facilities open during the 1975 and 1976 period was relatively small and,the 

item therefore did not contain much variation. Constraining this item in the 

solution from the initial step results ;n a close relationship between the con

stant term and the coefficient for the time open variable. Also note that the 

logit scale score (computed as the sum of the products of the raw metrtc coef

ficients and their associated variables) for all"but the facilities which opened 

during 1975 or 1976 receive the difference between the constant and the time at 

risk coefficient (-12.858 + 10.674 = -2.184). Th"is is due to tnefact, that 
(, 

\i 

the time at ris~ variable is an indicator of the proportion of time open and 

therefore the value is equal to one for all these observations. Those fi:~;:i1ities 

which opened during that two year period rece{ved a ~core equal to something less 

than one and thel"efore the contribut; on of these two ten'lS t~; the logit scores 

'of these observations is smaller. This point appears even more lucid if we look 

at the transfonnation'.of the coefficie~ts to probabilities., In the case of the 

multiplicative model the constant is ncar zero which (after taking the product 

''''"U~ __ ,,~-of.~.the--c(}nst;lnt..and,~the,-t.:i.me-at-r~-eo.ef.f~ cient.}.,.hr..ings .. .tbe ve~..ar..ge,_..tenn .. ,_ .... _ .. -. --,.j\., •. ~. 

for time at ,or; sk dO~/I1 to a fract ional val ue,~ 
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Substantively we find that this model, in terms of the items which had a 

statistically significant impact on the number of robberies in 1975 and 1976 is 

very similar to the rreceding model in which we were predicitng robberies OVer 

the ten year period. Savings ~ loans are almost twice more likely to be robbed, 

banks about a third more likely. Probabilistically speaking this translates to 

sayings and loans being 14% nnre likely, banks 6% more likely and credit unions 
u 

20% less likely of being robbed. Oirect on1y entrances have greater odds of 

being robbed than direct and corridor entrances and direct and corridor entrances 

in turn have greaterbdds than corridor only entr~nces (direct only entrances 

multiplying the odds of beinn robbed about one and eight tenths times more than 

non-direct only facilities). Intuitively and logically it makes a groat deal 

of sense that the odds of being robbed for facili~ies with both direct and corri

dor entrances mediates the odds of being robbed for facilities with direct only 

or corridor only type entrance. We also note from Table 6 that with each addi

tional entrance the odds of being robbed increased by about a factor of two. 

Our hypotheses dictate that all of the independent variables in Table 5 

should be included in the model. Since a misspecification of the m~del (due 

to not includi ng in the equation all rel evant explanatory vari'ables - items 
J 

which in reality impact on the occurrence of robbery) could result in biased 

and i,nconsistent estimates of the coefficients in th~ model, we re-e,"stimate the 

model simultaneously includin.g all the theoreticany injpCirtant explanatory 

variahles'! Although 'tIe included the type of f,~ci1ity in the model displayed 

in"Table 6 \,/~ exclude this itefi; from th~ si';lIultaneous estimatio'n of the model 

s5 nc-c we are more interested in the impact of the character; st ics of banking 

1 Both bias and inconsistency in th~~estimatcd coefficients are undesirable 
properties,. A biased estimate \-lin not, on the average, lead to the correct ! 
val ue of the coefficient; ·an·incons·isten~ ..e-st~mate"".doe~....nQtr-on . ...the,-a.~c-e_. ____ ;\ 
tend Qlorc to\,lilrd the trll('l Villl/(' of the cor.fficient as the sample sizn in- ,'°t 

creases. ~~ ,,'" 
f,. 

" "I , ~ 

.... ~.-, --'-""".--
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faci 1 iti es on the occurrence of robbery thuil we are the impact of the type of 

facility. \4e see from Table 7 that excluding the type of facility results in 

statf;~ticall.Y significant coefficients for two additional explanatory variables 

(ntllnlJtii' of teller stations and nUIIDer of types of guards). All of the ~ontribu

tion of the~e two variables to the prediction of robbery in the model displayed in 

Table 6 was completely absorbed (accounted for) by the explanatory variable indica

ting the type of facility. This makes sense since certain types of bank facilities 

are more and others less likely to have guards or ~arge nunners of teller stations. 

The co£'fficients of the items selected in the stepwise estimation remain 

essentially the same, relative to Ont" another, in the simultaneouf solution. He 

al so see that each additional teller station results in an expect~d increase of 3% 

in the probability of being robbed and each additional type of guard results in a 

22% decrease in the probability of being-robbed. The R2 at the bottom of Table 7 

indicates we have explained about 151. of the predictive error with this model. 
I) 

Slnce we have included more variables in this equation we would expect the R' to 

be larger than that found for the estimation of the equation displayed in Table 6. 

While the chi square goodness of fit for the model displayed in Table 7 is smaller 

than the chi square goodness of fit for the model displayed in Table 6 the l(]r-ger 

number of variables requrie!i an equally large number of degrees 'tV freedom re"" 

sulting in a poorer fit, a chi square goodness of fit P-value of only .09.~ 
\ ~ 

Table 8 displays the results o~taincd hy re-estimating the model while)! includ- ,. 

ina only those explanatory variahles found statistically significant in)able 7. 
, .) 

This was done to increase the sample size hy allowing the inclusion of observations 

whic-h had missing values on one or more of the items which did not attain statis· 

t.ical significance in the simultaneous cstimrl'tc};9n of the model (due to the list-
ir~ ~ 

wise deletion of observations with missing va.:~{~~:$). These excluded cases could 

", 

I,' /r-::::....:~,~ 

be different from those ,with .compl.c.te .infor.mati.on..anc:L..tha-r.es'llts di sPJay.eiLin. ____ _ 

Table 8 allow us to assess Jhis possibility to some extent. 
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It spems from Table 8 that the' observations which were excluded from the si-

multaneous estimation displayed in Tahle 7 did not have any noticeable impact on 

the relative values of the coefficients. Each additional customer entrance multi

plies the odds of bcin~ robbed about twice. The direct entrance multiplies the 

odds of being robbed about two and one half times. The direct and corridor en-

trance again has the second highest impact of the type of entrances, followed by 

the c0rridor only entrance which again has the smallest odds of being robbed. 

Each additional teller station increases th0 probability of being robbed by about 

2% while each additional guard tYre results in a 21% decrease in the probability 

of being robbed. These results are all almost identical to those of Tabie 7. The 

bottom of Table 8 displays the fit of the model and the increments to R2 made by 

each of the explanatory variables. The type of entrance, number of customer en

trances, number of teller stat ions and number of guard types each controlled for 

those variables which preceded its entry into the equation and all of the vari

ables having been controlled for the amount of time open exrlain about 9%, 1.8%, 

.9% and l.J.';:~;of the prediction error respectively. This results in a total R2 of 

approximately 15% and an R2 controlling on the amount of time at risk of about 13%. 

The P-value associated with the chi square goodness of fit for the final step, 

equal to .34, indicates a reasonably good fit for this number of observations. 

SUlllmary andConclllsions 

The increasing frequency of oc~urrcnce of armed bank robbery in the Hashington, 

"D.C." area ang throughout the nat ion has caused grave concern amOl)9 the nation IS 

bankers aod law enforcement ptrsonnel. Asa result of thjs concern, all major 
'0 

fina"nciaL institutions in the Washington, D.C. met!,~politan ar;,ea were surveyed 

in 1978 regarding various aspects of' their experiences with the rcQbbery situation. 
o ') . 

A great majoriJY (246) of banks, ~sa~i'nns and loans, and credH unions~':'surveyed, 
" ',\ . 

0 ____ = 
respondeCf. lnil:,a1 flglii'es lrfmca'fetnafnarHtrtj'hberY'wa's"a relatively common 

" 

occyrrence amongst fi nanci al ins titut ions in the ~Jash; ngton area ; n the ten year 

': 
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period from 1968 to 1977. Over 62 percent of the banks respond; ng were robbed at 

least once. Among the 246 financial institutions responding, there were 507 

fobberies in the ten year period. This averages to over two per institution. 

In an attempt to ascC'rtain the characteristics of banking institutions which 

contribute to their being robbed, three separate methodological approaches were 

utilized. The first, an ordinary least squares regression was used to analyze 

the rate of robberies per year. The second two were logit regression models 

which were used to analyze the probability of not being r0bbed Versus the proba

bil ity of bei n9 robbed one or more times. In all three model s it generally 

appears that s1 ze and ease of access; bi 1 i ty are the two major factors associ ated 

with being robbed in the Washington, D.C. area. More sppcifical1y, we found that 

after cant roll h1g for the amount of time a facil ity had been open savings and 

loans had the hi'lghest probabil ity ot bei n9 robbed, fall owed by banks and then 
, 

credit unions. We also found that facilities with more entrances (whether they 

were banks, savings and loans or credit u~ions) were more likely to be robbed, 

that facilities which had only direct entrances were more frequently robbed 

than those with other entrance arrangement s, that facil it i es with, only corri dor 

entrances were less 1 ike1y to be robbed and that the robbery rate for facil ities 

\'lith both di rect and corri dor entrances rnedi ated thee robbery rates for di rect 

only and corridor only facilities. Additionally, facilities with larger nunners 

of teller st~tions also tend to be associated with higher robbery rates. To 

reiterate, these fi nd; ngs seem to suggest that larger, more easil y accessed and 

in general more convenient f~cilitie5 have hiaher probabilities of being robbed. 
o 

As ftlr as security devices arc concer,ned facilities \'dth Security guards tend to 

be 1ess5frequent1y robbed while the findings relating td the numb~r of visible" 

" surveillance camerae; is confotJnnrd or inconclusive. co 

5i nce. the extent of secur; ty measures"'wa's;j"stJT1ewhat -co-nfoum:fect-wi'th,-+-ithh-le..--------

physical and finaJlcial size of thE? institution:, the present study could not 

" 

o " 
"s."-__ '-*"""")~""~i '\III;}I&."_.·(~ •• Q.IGiI-R ..... ,.~ .......... -",...-.i~'-' ------.--' .. -"",,--_._-..... "" ..... "".,---_ .. -_._ ..... _"' .• _h'I; ...... _~.l!_.,~_.(~_. ", 
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contribute much useful knowledge to the efficacy of security devices. Future 

i nvest1g~~ti ons shaul d"affempf>'i:ooetter dl sfl nguf"sfi tfiese i ssues15YoDtainl ng 

realistic measures of institution size in terms of financial backing, cash and 

customer flo\,1 in order to better different i ate the importance of these factors. 

In addition, better characterization of the institution's geographic locatio~, 

by such indicators as the loeal socio-economic conditions (possibly available 

from.census information) would appear to be salient additions to the robbery 

c:~uat ion. 
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TABLE 1 

. 

CaDI NO SCH£r1[ FOR CATEGORICAL VARIABLES I N MODEL 1 

Parking 

Bullet Resistent Barrier 
~eparating Tellers from 
Customers 

Possible to Jump Over, 
Teller Counter ~c . 

Direct Entrance to Street 
(Only) 

Bank 

Savi ng s PI Loan 

;:::;::; (J 

Residential/Comll1erical Area 
,\ 

(; 

'/ 
-2 
-J 
1 
2 

O. 
1. 

O. 
1. 

O. 
1 . " '. 

O. 
1. 

O. 
1. 

~' O. ul. 

Category 
Label 

Poor 
Fair 
Good 
Excellent 

No 
Yes 

No 
Yes 

No 
yes 

No 
o 

Yes 

No 
Yes 

No 
Yes 

.. l? 

" 

1.:), 

'-' 

Freg lJenc1 

( .... '., 

54 
79 
74 
38 

138 
109 

98 
238 

134 
111 

142 
105 

f/ 

179 Vi 68 

151 (~ 

95 
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Variable 

Robbery Rate 
Parking Availability 
Bu~let Resistent Barrier 

'Jump Counter 
Oi rect Entrance 
Bank 
Sa vi ngs Ft Loa n 
Residential/Commercial Area 
Ln (No. Camerds) 
In (Ncr~ Telle~-!Stat;ons) 

, ! 

Variable 

Parklng Availability 
B,ullet Res i stent Barr; er 
Jump Counter 
Direct Entrance 
Bank 
Savings & loan J 

Residential/Commercial Area ~l 
Ln 'No. Cameras) 
In (No. Teller Stations) 
Intercept 

TARLE 2 

R[SUlTS OF MODEL 1 

'< 
,i 

,) 

Means 

.405 

.002 

.534 

.583 

.480 

.453 

.287 

.391 
.• 201 
1.516 

:1 
Ii .\ 
I, 
II 

Bq 
-(f-

l. 
I' , 
.017 

- .115 
.149 
.377 

, .736 
.792 
.017 
.005 
.240 

-2.796 

Standard 
Deviations 

R/S. Eo 

- .449 
- .769 

.296 
1.689 

.500 

.494 

.501 

.499 

.453 

.490 
1.169 

.866 

1.016 
2.650* 
3.116* 
3.580* 

.132 

.075 
2.431* 

-14.195* 

* Signifjcant at or below the 5% level for a one tail test. 

() 

F = 1] .0872 p < .001, 
o 

Fcritical, 9,213 = 3.27 p = .001 

St~ndard Error 0f Estimate • .899 

R2 a~justed for Degrees of Freedom = .2~ 
S) 

- .027 
-.054 

.069 

.177 

.344 

.336 
, .008 
.006 
.195 

o 

A ::: -.5 (A is theomaxim0~ likelihood estimate of the V(! (rohbriry rate) trans
format jon parameter (,1.e.,Y" =(3X + e:). The pO~/ertransfonnat;on parameter 
of -.5\,i]orresponds to an in\ln,rso~ square ~oot~transformation.) , 

,>:, -

• 

.. 
TABLE 3 

ALL VARIABLES CONSIOERED FOR INCLUSION IN MODEL 2 

Dependent Variable Freguenc~ 

One or More Robberies during Ten Year Period No 96 

Interval IndeEondent Variables 

Years Open Out of Ten Observed 

No. of Visible Cameras 
" 

Categorical Independent Variables 

BUllet Resistent Barrier 

Type of Entrance 

Type of Facility 

--;-'!.-

o 'J 

\ 

Yes 147 

Min. - Max. 

1.000 10.000 

0.000 9.000 

No 
Yes 

Direct Only 
Corridor Only 
Direct & Corridor 

Bank 
Savings & loan 
Credit Union 

." 
, ..... ~¥-'''-''01_~_'"_ " 

Total 
Harginal 

Proportion 
N Robbed 

243 .605 

Standard 
Mean Deviation -
8.480 2.769 

1.683 1.458 

Fre9uenc~ 
~ 

134 
109 

111 
84 
48 

103 
68 (f' 

72 

" I 
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TABU: 4a 

RESULTS Of MODEL 2 

Constant 

Years OPOI1 

Type Institution 
Bank 
Savings f; Loan 
Credit Union 

V23 Camards 

Type Entrance 
Oi rect Onl y 
Direct & Corridor 
Carr; dar Onl y 

I nteract ion Terms for 
Type Ent. X Type Tnst. 

Direct X Bank 
Direct. fJ Corr. X Bank 
Corr; dor X BanI: 
Direct X S tl L 
Direct & Carr. X S & L 
Corridor X S ~ L 
Direct X C.U. 
Direct & Carr. X C.U. 
Corridor X C.U. 

* P < .05 Two Tailed Test 

\] 

Variable Selected 

Im
prove

df ment 

Marginal Constant (Null 
HYP. B1= ••• :BS=0) 

o 

1 . ' 

2 

Constant, Years Out .3 
of 10 observed, type 
of Facil ity 

. Type of Entrance 

No. of Carneran 

,,) 
Co. 

215.511 

8.956 

6.847 

.010 .025 

.218 .456 
- .228 - .485 

.480 1.041 
-1.622 -2.862* 
1.142 1.740 

- .49 ':".966 
1.404 02.08 * 
- .914 -1. 799 

** p < ."05 

., Good-
p- ness of 

Value df of Fit 

113 326.293 

.000 110 110.782 

.01] 108 101.825 

.009 107 94.978 

.. 

1.01 
1.24 

.796 
1.62 

.20 
3.133 

.613 
4.071 

.401 

One Tailed 

P-
Value 

.000 

" 
.461 

P (p=.5) 
{Probabil i I Y , 

ModelL 

.10 

(> .03 
',' .~,5 

~~28 

.10 

.10 

.06 
-.16 

.• 00 
.05 

-.06 
',1) .12 
- .40 

.28 
-.12 

.35 
-.23 

Test 

R2 
Value 

-::.......~I 

.649' "R2~1=.276 

~791 

,,2',.- "f' R VII,.O -. (i,I'" 

IIR22~:::·294 o 

. ",,' , ... +j, •• "'~ .. ""~"l .• "J\""if",,,'f""''\'''~''''.' ""'_"''''_.''''1,-_ ....... MO_..t.< .... '~"'J.. ... -...,.,...,.f! .... " ___ ""'*"i_~,d --11,,# " II =:U'~5!)~-

Y2.0 " 
3 Type of Entrance X 

Type of FaGi1ity 
(1 nteract ion Tart'l) 

o 

4 9.577 

all 11 •• "uld'" It 

.048 103 .896 HR2 " •. 32'1 3 - .• 

II R2 " ... ~j"(1 Y3.0 -.v ... .)j 
,0 

c:, . 

t' 

• 

Constant 

'(ears Open 

Type Institution 
Bank 
Savings'" Loan' 
Credi t Union 

, V23 Cameras 

o 

" " 

Type Entra\'1ce 
Direct Only 
Di rect & Cot'r. 
Corr. Only 

.. 

o 

"" '. () 

, ... :' .. "'), ..... 

'.\ 
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TAB~E 4b 

R EGR ES S ION' EQUAT-IONS-FtJR-MOOEt-'2-' t4Rtffftt 
SEPARATEL Y FOR EACH TYPE OF FAC IL lTV 

Multiplicative Model 

B B B cB cB eB 

Bank S t. L C.U. Bank S II L G.U. 

-3.216 -2.355 -4.497 .040 .095 .Oll 

.419 .419 • 419 1.52 . 1.52 1.52 

.39 .39 
.. 

1.48 1.48 1.48 .39 

.406 .876 .886 1.501 2.401 2.425 

.470 -1.37 -1.152 .60 .254 .316 

.876 .494 .266 .416 1.639 1.305· 
\) 

o 

o 

" 

,-..-.-_-_. , ... " 

.. 

Probability l~od('~. 

p ~For P :: .5' ".---Bank S fl L L:~,'. 

.10 .10 • U~ 

.10 .10 .11 

.10 .22 )) 0_-

.12 -.34 . :9 
- .22 .12 . '1 ~ 

~. 

o 

o 
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TABLE 5 , 
,. ,. 

ALL VARJARLrS CONSTOERrn FOR INCLUSION IN MonEL 3 

Marginal 
Total Proportion 

Dependent Variable 

One or More Robberies during 1975 or 1976 

Int~rval Independent Variables 

Years Open Out of Ten Observed 

Min. 

1.000 
Average Number of Robberies Prior to 1975 
Number of Customer Entrances 

· 0.000 
] .000 

Number of Teller Stations Inside Main Bldg. 
Number of Visibl~ CamC'ras 

0.000 
0.000 

Number of Types of Guards** 0.000 
Portion of 1975 FI 1976 Open for Business .443 

Categorical Independent Vari?bles 

TYre of Facility 

Location of Facility 

Parking Availability 

Physical structure 

Teller Area on Ground Floor 

Alley W/In 300 Ft. of Bldg 

'Walk Up Windows 

.:Drive In Teller Stations 
.) 

Type of Entrance 

B~llet Proof Barrier 

o 'RossibJe to Get Over Top 
) of Teller Counter 
Ratio of Male to Female 

Tell ers 

B~:J~ ) 
Say; ngs & loan 
Credi t Union 
Res i dent i a 1 ICommerci a 1 
Commerci al 
Poor 
Fair 
Good 
Excellent 
Singlc 
Part of Larger Complex 
No ' 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Oi rect Only 

. Corl'idor Orly 
Di r~ct f~ Corr; dor 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Mostly or All Female 
Otherwise 

FreglJenc~ N 

No 149 215 
Yes 66 

Max. Mean 

10.500* 8.479 
1.640 ' .172 
3.000 1.395 

20.000 5.712 
9.000 1. 767 
3.000 .163 
1.000 .975 

Freguency 

o 

98 
62 
55 
87 

128 
48 
67 
(i5 
35 
64 

151 
41 

174 
92 

123 
159 

56 
178 

37 
105 

67 
43 

114 
" /101 

92 
123 
178 

37 

* Facilities open more than .. ten ycars were c'lssi~cd a value of 10.5. 
" I; 

Robbed 

.307 

,Standard 
Deviation 

2.758 
.261 
.5'86 

3.594 
1.447 

.450 
:094 

, - " " -~~ < ~,""~,",~, ....... -«" :.,4,""~ """ ",,,,,,,,_.,"?!;;"_'''''t>*>'_t~''''''''''':''''''''--'''~_~_'''_.'''''"-'_""!:' ~I(--'i-' 
-A'* None or one or more ·of the foll owi ng: platn clothes, unarmed un; formed, 

armed uniformed. '. (j 
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Step 

TABU: 6 

RESULTS or Mooel 3: ST[PWISE S[lECTfON FROM ALL 
VARIABLES nlSPLAY IN TABLE 5 

eB 
(Multiplica-Variable RISE tive Model) 

Type of Facility 

Bank .291 1.338 Credit Union .957, -2.154* .384 Savings f, Loan .666 2.217* 1.946 

Number of Customer Entrances .776 2.202* 2.173 

Typ'c of Entrance 

Direct Entrance(s) Only .586 2.052* 1.797 Corridor Entrance(s) Only .582 .559 
Direct & Corridor Entrances .004 - .01i .996 

Proportion of 1975 ft 1976 ,Open 10.674 1.954* 43217.47 For Business 

Constant ,-12.858 -2.345* .261E-5 
* Si gnifi cant at or below the 5% level for a one tailed test 

Im- Good-
prove- p- ness of P-" Variable Selected df ment Value df olf Fit V'al ue 

" Margi nal C')nstant (Nun (,) 208 265.199 .003 HYP. Bl= ••• ~B20=0) 

0 Constant Proflort ion 1 R.l1 .004 207 257.089 .010 Open ,l975 ~ 1976 ~ 

1 Type of Facility \~) 
? 27.141 .000 205 229.948 , .112 

2 No. qf Customer 1 3.694 .055 204 226.254 .136 
Entrances 

3 Type of Entrance 2 4.956 .084 202 221~298 

() 

Q " 

•• ~ ·'io __ 'l,_'_!.u .... i'(r_.'u,._,(nl.§_; ..... ~r ...... ....,.. .. ..,..'~~?.:.-"~ .. ' -_II_·~,..,..r·' ..... ____ , 
~~, . \ 

P (p=.3) 
(Prohab; 1 ity 

Model ) 

.061 

.201 

.140 

.163 

.123 

.122 

.001 

2.241 

-2,.700 

R2 
Value 

"R2
1"=·100 

"R2 "_ (1'0(. Yl.0 -. r;. 

II R 2 2" = .11,). " 

"RG 11- 001 Y2 .0-' ~ .I. 

"R2
3"=·126 

"R2 J "- 101 Y3.0 -. ) 

. i 

i 
I 
t 
\ 
I )! 
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Ii TABLF 7 

MODEL 3 SIMULTANEOUS INCLUSION OF ALL VARJARLtS 

eB P (P=.3) 
(~'ultiplica- (Probabil-

Variable B RISE tive Model} itl Model) 

No. of Yi:ars Open Ouri,ng 10 - .063 - .757 1.065 .004 
Observao 

Average No. of Rohberies in .551 .835 1.735 .116 
8 Years Prior to 1975 

Facil ity Location - .023 - .116 1.023 - .005 
Parking Convnnience 

Excellent Parking .346 .938 .707 .073 
Good Par~illg .34? 1.203 1.408 .072 
Fair Parking - .104 - .366 ' .901 - .022 
Poor Parld ng .108 1.114 .023 

Phys ical structure , - .254 -1.131 .776 - .053 
Location of Teller Station .425 1.090 1.530 .089 
Alley W/ln 300 Ft - .105' - .574 .900 - .022 
No. Customer Entrances .701 1. 742'* 2.0? .147 
Wal h Up ~Jindows" .156 - .704 .855 .033 
No. Teller Stations .131 1.961* 1.140 .027 
Dr; ve Up ~/;ndows .059 .212 1.061 .012 
Type of Entrance ',' 

Direct Only .934 3.040* 2.545 .196 
Direct & Corridor - .150 - .410 .861 - .031 
Corridor Only - .784 .457 - ~'165 

Bullet Proof Barrier - .248 -1.130 .780 .. .052 
Possible to Jump Teller Counter .198 .914 1.219 .042 
No. Cameras - .069 - .367 .933 .014 
No. of Types of puards , - 1.068 -1.722* .344 .224 
Ratio of Female to Male Tellers .001 .003 1.00 .000 
Proportion of 1975 ~ 1976 Open 12.857 1.994 * , " 383463.61 2.700 
Constant -15.230 " -2.437* \ . ./ .24E-6 " -3.198 

'=--, 

* Si gn ifi cant at or bel O~I the 5% level for a one tailed test 

Step 

Marginal 

Variable Selected df 

Constant (Null 
HYP. Bl= ••• =B21~O) 

x" I Jl\
prove;. 
ment 

p-
Val iJe df 

I) 
208 

x'J Good;. 
R2 ness of p- " 

of Fit Val ue' Value 

265.1~9 .003 " 

'\ 

\1 

.,noo 187 212.907 .094 IIR2
1"=·152 

'/ 
1 

" 
All 19 Variables 21 
Included 

52.292 • 

(/ 

(I 

" -11'~ ___ "'''' ___ '-

, \ 

·1 

.J 

I,' 

" 
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TABLE 8 

INCLUSION OF ONLY SIGNIFICANT VAR1ARLES FROM TARLE 7 

• oB 
Variable B B/SE 

(t1u}tiplica-
tive r~odel ~ 

# 

No. Custom~r Entrances .687 2.066* 1.988 
No. Teller Staiions • J 05 2.178*" 1.111 
Type of Entrance 

Oirrct Onl y .917 3.539* 2.502 nirect ~ Corridor .174 ,) .055 Corridor Dnly 1.190 
- 1.091 -3.532* .336 

No. of Guards - 1.0104 -1.834* .363 
Port ion of 1975 fl 1976 Open 10.989 2.005"" 592]9.135 
Constant -13.476 -2.448* .140E-5 

,'" . 
(j * Significant at or helow tlw 5% level for a one tailed test 

o 
'I 

Variable Selected df 

Margi nal Constant (Null 
HyP. B1= •• ~=B7~0) 

o 

1 

2 

t. 3 

.. " 

4 

o 

'Const.aht Proport ion 
Open 1975 " 197fi 

Type of Entrance 

No. of Customer 
" Entrances <) 

No. Teller Stations 

No. of Guards 

o 

() Q 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1n1-o 
prove
ment 

87.279 

32.682 

5.963 

3.277 

~" 

4.] 91 

Good-
p- ,-' ness of p-

Value df of ,Fit Value 

152 285.782 .000 

.000 151. 198.503 .006 

.000 149 165.823 .164 

.015 148 159.859 .239 

.070 147 156.5'82 .279 

.041 " ] 46 J52.391 .342 

P (p=.3) 
(Probabil ity 

Model) 

.144 

.022 

.193 

.036 
- .229 

- .213 

2.308 

R2 
Value 

1 
i 

"I 

J. 
\)It 

i'I:,:1 ' 
: ' ~ 

! , , 

" 

I 

(' 
i\ 
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